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Crash course to perfectly know what to do next



Handling a topic

The first thing you shall do is clearing a checklist: you can do it with a tutor during a webinar, you can use skype-

calls, or a whatsapp group, just let your tutor and teachers know which is the best way to handle it.
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Make sure you…

Choose an exciting 
topic and personalize 
it as you prefer: do 

not hesitate to make 
questions before you 

start

Divide this in four 
interesting sub-areas, 
exchange your IO5 

dossiers and on to the 
next step

Organize the work 
within the group: 

assign one area to 
each national unit of 
the group, let Yulia 
know about your 

decision

Set an agenda 
of at least 2 meetings 
just for your group, to 
check the progress

(no teachers 
or tutors;

just the team)

Exchange e-mail 
address

(or messaging 
accounts) 

to keep in touch

If  you do not feel 
confident with English 

language, do not 
mind, be careless, 

enjoy the feeling of 
being connected

“The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an endorsement of the contents which reflects the views only of the authors, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein”.



Ideal workflow

Let’s see what media items you’ll need to produce and what could be an ideal and streamlined workflow… 

then we’ll also check each item and step individually.
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Sub area 1

Podcast Script Gallery

Sub area 2

Podcast Script Gallery

Sub area 3

Podcast Script Gallery

Sub area 4

Podcast Script Gallery

Topic title

V
id

e
o

Storyline

Audio narration

Shooting

Editing&subtitles

At this point knowing your skills will be crucial to assign 

the tasks: especially working together and editing ;-)



Start from the keyboard

Even if  the focal point of your sub-areas will be audio outputs, everything starts with a good written text, suitable to 

inspire the reader and the audience when it will be translated in a podcast. Do not hesitate to use all the four IO5 

dossiers to enrich your script, but don’t copy them!

A podcast is not a simple reading: it’s a communicative format, with its rules and “tone of voice”.
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Introduction: 
Set your episode up 

Topic name, 
sub-area, 

who you are, 
your episode's theme

Inside the topic

Main point Supporting point
Supporting 

data or report
Supporting 

quote

Call to action
Ask listeners to do 
something, propose 
action in real-world



Audio narrative

Podcast don’t just feature a narration in words, as they normally include music and sound effects. A podcast mimics a 

“full-immersion” and intimate experience for the audience. Hence it can be a very good idea to pick your script and 

organize it inside a template…
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Music surround

Introduction

Music/sound effects

Main point

Sound effect

Supporting point

Sound effect

Supporting data or report

Sound effect

Supporting quote

Music surround

Call to action

Outro music/sound effects

Format

mp3

Total duration

4 minutes

Script

4000 bits avg

Editing audio and video is similar: it’s a process that implies cutting, 

transitioning, fading clips. To record audio, you can use a smartphone, 

or even better an external lavalier microphone attached to it: 

the goal is reaching a good quality raw clip in order to make your life 

easier in post-production.

Record in a perfectly silent environment

Stand in front of a sound absorbing surface

Try different distances from the microphone

DIY pop-filter with socks or paper

SOFTWARE & APP
Garage band – for MAC (iOS)

Audacity – for WINDOWS

Audiotool – web based

&

Google ☺

https://www.audiotool.com/


Put it into the right frame

You will be required to fill in 4 galleries, one connected and dedicated to each podcast. You can put in the galleries 

how many pictures (or infographics and stylized charts) you want, but ideally not less that 3 and no more than 10.
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Shooting an original documentary is always more engaging for the creator 

than picking up random (even if  meaningful) shots from the web. 

Shooting your own images will give you several benefits:

You will be forced to read the topic under another perspective 

You’ll have a good excuse to go out there and express your creativity

Shooting picture can be a team activity

Your final score will be happy ☺

Modern smartphones can produce great results: don’t be gear-shy

Checklist:

✓ Do I have a vision regarding the topic?

✓ Is there a way to translate it in images?

✓ Do I have good locations around?

✓ Do I have good data to show?

✓ None of the last two?

Photos Infographic Stock

Pixabay

Unsplash

Pexels

.png or .jpeg

https://pixabay.com/it/
https://unsplash.com/
https://www.pexels.com/it-it/


Setting the project

Like we have seen for the podcast: writing is the starting point but… now you already have something!

To put a good video together you’ll first need a story that supports your visuals, something that works as a base-layer 

for video-clips and stills that will be blended in your montage. 
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The challenge

Here your collaboration must take a step beyond, because the more you’ll manage to develop a workflow, the best 

your output will be.

Step 1 – Avoid the «blank canvas syndrome» – Use the best script and podcast

Step 2 – Share a storyboard

Step 3 – You can select some of your pics to use for the edit (Ken Burns Effect)

Step 4 – Shoot what you need to shoot

Step 5 – Collect the audio (part of the podcast?), the selected stills, the videoclips

Step 6 – Edit and finish

Editing is the bottleck of a video project:

It requires skills

Time

Power 

If  somebody in your group has already 

some experience and a bit of software, let 

her/him do the job.



Use a set of common guidelines

Experiences told us that starting a project from scratch can lead you on very divergent paths: the result would be 

videos that differ like day and night from each other, and this is something we’d prefer to limit. While your individual 

effort is something to be awarded, chaos is far from visually pleasant and acceptable.
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Follow this production borderau

Here your collaboration must take a step beyond, because the more you’ll manage to develop a workflow, the best 

your output will be.

Present the name of the topic, of the group and its members

Give an abstract

Focus on scene 1

Focus on scene 2

Focus on scene 3

Call to action and cheers



Knowing the media and the tools

When producing a video there are technical things you should be aware of. The first is the production requirements: 
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Max.4 minutes (not below 3 minutes)

1280x720 sHD

Mp4 (h264)

Audio and sound mandatory

Videos can turn out in very large files: you don’t want it, as uploading to the 

platform could be difficult (max 128mb ideally).

The solution is here, it’s free, safe to download, and easy to use:

The software is called handbrake and despite being simply laid out, it’s a 

professional tool, that will shrink the weight of your video files in seconds. 

Shooting Editing

You can use a smartphone for filming if  you don’t 

have a suitable camera, but you should keep in 

mind the following 4 rules:

- Always shoot horizontal 16:9

- Use LED light even outdoors (at least use 

natural light ☺)

- Check the audio quality

- Check your surroundings (safety, kids, people)

Now you can edit… ehm… maybe. You could need a software. There are many 

paid solutions but here we’ll suggest only free tools.

Mac and iOS – iMovie

Windows – Videopad / ClipChamp

Multi (hard to learn quick) – DaVinci Resolve

What about free music (that can be used and published)?

Search on Google: YouTube Audio Library

https://handbrake.it/
https://handbrake.it/
https://www.apple.com/it/imovie/
https://www.nchsoftware.com/videopad/it/index.html
https://clipchamp.com/it/video-editor/
https://www.blackmagicdesign.com/it/products/davinciresolve


Knowledge hubs in perspective

Okay so you finished the work, put your group names in the final box of the call-form and generated your 

knowledge hub: what can you expect now?
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Content control

Art control

Editing

Modify requested part

Publishing

Commission’s evaluation
Communicators’ master

Crotone

Best groups 

will participate 

to the workshop 

in Crotone

Students’ voting



Let’s share a transparent standard

All the teachers and the tutors agreed that we must be clear from the start regarding the way your works will be 

evaluated and the indicators that will be considered when issuing scores for your knowledge hub. Here we go:
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Media item Focus Style Teamwork Maths

Podcast 1 to 10 1 to 10 1 to 10 3 to 30

Photography 1 to 10 1 to 10 1 to 10 3 to 30

Video 1 to 10 1 to 10 1 to 10 3 to 30

Focus: measuring from 1 to 10 the level of engagement that the content produces, through the quality of its insight, the data, the information accuracy, the proper use 

of language in terms of script (grammar)and audio (pronunciation). If  there is sensible (even if  formally acceptable) 

Evidence of plagiarism from the web, the voting scale will be restricted automatically in a 1 to 6 format).

Style: it evaluates how good the work looks under a technical creative perspective; basically, measuring from 1 to 10 how credible it is for audio and image quality, 

editing solutions, graphics. Under this respect, we must be clear: every photograph, infographic or videoclip that was not originally produced by the group will score 6 or 

below.

Teamwork: this indicator wants to assign more points to the works that show a higher degree of coordination, that really look like a group was at work (not just 

national units). Points range from 1 to 10 (if  the work looks completely uncoordinated this range will shrink to 1 to 6).

Avg (3 to 30) + avg students (1+10)



The students’ votes

Once the knowledge hubs will be online and edited, you’ll be able to vote them: you must express a vote for all the 

knowledge hubs (but the one you’re co-authors). The online voting will be monodimensional: we ask you to give an 

overall opinion about the quality of the works, basically like this…
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Your vote will weight on the final score of each knowledge hub for a 25%, being the fourth 

judging element in the grid. It will be an average count of all the votes that a knowledge-hub 

gathered from you and your colleagues (e.g. if  50 students voted for a KH, counting for a 
sum of 37 points, the hub will score a final 7,4)

Example KHub
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